LOCATION

IMATEX is located in Nereto, a small town near the city of Teramo,
in the northwestern part of the Abruzzo region, specifically in the
center of an industrial area called “Val Vibrata”.
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COMPANY HISTORY
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The IMATEX has a long history, beginning in 1923. At that time,
the first generation of the Annunzi family prepared warps for
weaving their fabrics with old handlooms. Many years later, in
1990, IMATEX was founded with the first 25 shuttle-less looms.
From the beginning, the company’s goal was to offer and ensure
the highest quality through several quality controls on the fabric
as well as choosing the best raw materials in the market.
This constant objective enabled the Annunzi family to
remain in the market for 91 years, passing on the weaving
craft from generation to generation. Many elements have
changed over time: the level of industrialization, the machinery,
the technology, production capacity etc. This long experience
continues to make IMATEX unique in the textile market.
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WEAVING

Imatex weaving department has 40 looms, 20 Picanol Gamma, 10 Somet
thema and 10 last generation Picanol Optimax. The different kind of machines
allows Imatex to diversify quickly the production of items and to assure the
best development of new articles.

SPINNING

Imatex doesn’t not have a spinning department. This means more flexibility
and a constant research for the best raw materials all over the world, trying
every day new fibers. The purpose is to offer to the customers research and
development of new fabrics, in order to be innovative, and even more creative.
The researching and purchasing departments try to experiment, invent and
create new trends for ever- changing.
A constant update of the machinery united to the ancient experiences
handed from specialists guarantee the best quality. Maximum dedication
in the “customer satisfaction”, delivery times in 6/8 weeks, even for huge
productions.

DYEING SYSTEM

The phase of indigo dyeing is one of the most delicate process and for this
reason Imatex uses the best technology through a partnership with the most
innovated dyeing companies in Italy. Three lines of dyeing allow the various
shades. A constant search for new solutions and colours to create with
absolute versatility the most varied and customized shades for each customer.
Continuous investments and advanced software provide an accurate on-line
control of the dye baths, ensuring tone uniformity, quality and colour fastness.
Our ongoing tradition combines the denim to creative designs and texture into
dyed yarns.
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FINISHING

Imatex also stands out for its finishing process that allows for a
wide range of threatment.
The fabric is black, softened and subjected to the last
threatments that give it softness and visual special effects.
Trough sanforizing, it is guaranteed a good dimensional stability
to washing. Imatex is able to offer special finishes such as
foils, coatings, various prints, velvet denim, brushed denim.
..Additionally to the sanforizing, Imatex has also external system
collaborations for the finishing of some particular fabrics, such
as wool, chashmere and other fibers that require particulars
threatments.
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QUALITY CONTROL

Quality Control is the essential thing in case of woven fabric
without which we cannot give the performance assurance of the
fabric.
Not need to say that in the competitive market, quality of the
product plays a vitale role. Each roll of fabric is subjected to strict controls to ensure that it satisfies the high standards set. The
quality for Imatex, is not only an examination of the produced
fabric, but is a real culture that animates all those who follow
every step of the production process. Each roll of fabric is carefully controlled by operators and for each roll Imatex makes test
for shrinkages, color fastness, color shade, ensuring from lot to
lot the best result possible. Every fault is well marked.
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WE ARE

WE ARE

SUSTAINABLE

GOTS
CERTIFIED

100%

SUSTAINABILITY

100%

STRUCTURE OF THE
ORGANIZATION

IMATEX is a limited liability company. The
main departments include the Production
Department, General Manager’s Office,
Sales Department, Department of
Administration, Purchasing Department,
Department of Finance and Department
of Technical Support.
SUBJECT NAME: IMATEX SRL
BUSINESS ADDRESS: Nuova Zona
Industriale Snc, Nereto Teramo - Italy
ZIP CODE: 64015
TELEPHONE: 0039861856595
FAX: 0039 0861810344
WEB: www.imatexsrl.it
VAT NUMBER: 00740920673
LEGAL STATUS: LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY
CAPITAL: 2,527,591 MLN EURO
FINANCIAL RATING: AA+
EMPLOYEES: 11-30
MAIN BUSINESS: Weaving
PRODUCT: Denim fabrics

Our journey towards ecosustainability of processes and
organic products springs from respect and love for our land.
Improved processes and work cycles, reduced CO2 emissions,
increased eco-friendly products. We choose clean energy, we
certify our products to protect the environment and ourselves,
we invest in new technology projects.
Imatex is certified GOTS (Global organic textile standard),
which is the worldwide leading textile processing standard for
organic fibres, including ecological and social criteria.
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I.ma.tex srl
Industria Manifatturiera Tessile - Italy - 64015 Nereto TE
Nuova Zona Industriale snc
Tel.: +39 0861 856595 Fax. +39 0861 810344
e-mail: info@imatexsrl.it

